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Summary of Preliminary Findings and Recommendations
Ukraine’s defence sector scored a ‘D’ overall in the most recent edition of Transparency
International’s Government Defence Anti-Corruption Index (GI), signifying low transparency and a
high risk of corruption.1 Defence procurement scored even lower and was highlighted as the most
opaque and corruption-prone area in the defence sector. The annual budget of the Ministry of
Defence for 2018 totalled 86.6 billion UAH (2.8 billion EUR).2 Out of this amount 32.7 billion UAH
(1 billion EUR)3 is designated for procurement. Around 55 per cent out of this procurement budget is
allocated for classified procurements, while the procurement of armament and military equipment
is 95 per cent classified.4 Military analysts interviewed for this report estimate that between 5 and
40 per cent of the budget can be stolen in case of classified procurement. Greater transparency and
heightened controls are clearly needed to ensure that resources are better directed towards
protecting civilians and soldiers.
Corruption can be detected and prevented. While corrupt deals can be complex and opaque, clear
patterns and signs of problematic behaviour exist. In this preliminary report we have sought to
identify the most common ‘red flags’ or signs of corruption,5 by interviewing 35 well-placed sources
and analysing over 47 incidences of alleged or proven corruption in Ukrainian military purchases
made during the period 2014–2018. For each case, we asked two principal questions:
1. What ‘red flags’ might have alerted defence officials, civil society or oversight bodies that
more scrutiny was needed?
2. What specific data should be released in the future to help prevent the most common types
of corruption, or facilitate its identification by oversight actors?
Based on the results of this analysis, we identified six categories of red flags that appeared most
frequently in these cases. These categories are summarised in this report, along with illustrative
cases and specific recommendations on how to prevent and detect these corruption risks. This
analysis could inform future reforms to the design of procurement processes by government
officials, the conduct of due diligence checks by company and government actors, and the oversight
activities of parliamentarians, journalists, NGOs, and law enforcement officials.
The six categories identified from the cases analysed are:
Competition can be deliberately constrained.
An official may intervene in the procurement process to unjustifiably favour a particular
company.
The winning bidder can have a shareholder or other business relationship with a politically
exposed person (PEP).
The MoD can allow an unqualified or hostile state supplier to win and deliver a contract.
The agreed terms of the award can deviate significantly from industry or market norms.
A company with a history of anti-competitive behaviour can win an award.
http://government.defenceindex.org/countries/ukraine/
The State Budget of Ukraine: http://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2246-19.
3 The Ministry of Defence data, provided to NAKO in response to a freedom of information request, as of July 2018.
4 The Ministry of Defence data, provided to NAKO in response to a freedom of information request, as of July 2018.
5 Please be aware that for the purpose of this research “Six Red Flags: The most Frequent Corruption Risks in Ukraine’s Defence
Procurement” refers to the most frequent corruption risk indicators in procurement by the Ministry of Defence of Ukraine.
1
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What data should the Ministry of Defence (MoD) release to help prevent the most
common procurement corruption risks?
The current defence procurement process is opaque, with the vast majority of purchases classified
as state secrets for between five and 30 years. Best practice, according to the Government Defence
Anti-Corruption Index (GI), is to classify on average between one and five per cent of defence
spending.6 Deep and urgent reforms are required.
It is possible for results to be achieved quickly: between 2013 and 2015, transparency reforms
implemented by the Republic of Georgia’s Ministry of Defence, with the support of civil society,
lowered classified spending from close to 90 per cent to less than six per cent. 7
One of the main challenges is excessive secrecy. There are significant discrepancies in the amount of
data that the Ukrainian Ministry of Defence releases for classified and non-classified procurement,
with no useful information at all published on classified purchases. Information is ostensibly
withheld on national security grounds, but much of the what oversight actors require to identify
corruption has little or no impact on national security. Items of data that are truly national security
sensitive—such as the specific technical requirements for unique weaponry—can be easily redacted
from the information published.
Transparency International recommends that for all procurement, including classified procurement,
the Ukrainian Ministry of Defence should routinely publish the following datasets:
1. The names of companies that have been granted a contract directly, without engaging in a
competitive process.
2. Pre-qualification standards and guidelines for the selection process, including how suppliers'
submissions will be evaluated.
3. Confirmation of the tender procedure selected for completed tenders (for example open,
negotiated or single sourced), and clear justifications for the legal criteria under which the
exemption to open competition has been granted; the legally valid reasons for selecting a
‘negotiated’ procedure or a direct award procedure; and the names of the justifying
official(s).
4. The value that the Ministry estimated for each contract when advertising or inviting parties
to tender, including the market price information used to guide the assessed value.
5. The legal names of bidding and winning companies (released post-award), contract number,
modification number, description of item(s) being purchased, length of time the tender was
advertised for, length of time stipulated in the tender between contract award and expected
delivery/completion, the winning bid price (released publicly immediately after—not
before—the contract award), names of any sub-contractors, and the agents and
consultancies used/employed under the contract. 8
6. A published certification from the lead procurement official that the winning company fulfils
all of the prequalification requirements.

6

The Government Defence Anti-Corruption Index, produced by TI Defence and Security Program
https://government.defenceindex.org/#intro
7
Georgia Assessment, Q.24, Transparency International’s Government Defence Anti-Corruption Index,
http://government.defenceindex.org/generate-report.php?country_id=6288
8
A contract modification is any written change in the terms of the contract. A modification number is an identification number issued by
an agency that uniquely identifies one modification for one contract. In the US Department of Defense, it is mandatory to issue and
publish a modification number for all modifications.
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7. The scoring/award criteria applied to bid submissions and justification for selection of the
winning bid.
8. The names and positions of officials who have played any role—formal or informal—in the
decision-making process, along with published confirmation by the Defence Tender
Committee, for each tender, that any person connected to the development or award of a
contract who holds a conflict of interest has been identified and isolated from the decisionmaking process.
9. In aggregate, the number of tenders awarded to a supplier, the total contract value over a
regular period (for example, every 3 or 12 months), the dates of award and the awarding
official.
10. The signed contract (uploaded as an attachment) and any revised contracts, noting any
agreed changes in price, delivery time and post-tender award changes in terms and
conditions.
Additionally, for classified procurement:
11. Share all national security sensitive procurement data and contracts with an independent,
security-cleared internal or external oversight agency, such as an audit bodies or a
parliamentary committee.
12. Publish all national security sensitive procurement data and contracts once the classification
period has expired.
13. Develop internal, publicly available guidelines on how to conduct pre-tender market
research, formalise technical requirements, perform due diligence on bidders.
For Suppliers:
At the time of submitting a bid, the bidding company’s CEO should be required to make available for
publication a certified confirmation that the company, its owners and senior directors:
a. Do not have a record of failure to perform contractual obligations, or other adverse
legal activity that strongly suggests corrupt business practices.
b. Are not under suspicion, investigation or indictment for anti-competitive practices,
corrupt or criminal activity, in Ukraine or elsewhere;
c. Have not been convicted of criminal activity or violations of other relevant laws, in
Ukraine or elsewhere;
d. Fulfil all prequalification requirements.
The winning/selected supplier should also certify (and the MoD should publish):
a. The names and nationalities of company principals and beneficial owners, its legal
name, date and country of incorporation, credit rating, audited accounts, website
and registered address. This information should also be certified and published for
significant sub-contractors and consultants employed under the contract awarded.
b. Confirmation of all legal, beneficial shareholders including for proposed (and later
confirmation for employed) sub-contractors and consultants. This should be detailed
to all +5% beneficial owners.
c. Whether a Politically Exposed Person (PEP) or one of their associates has provided
the supplier with a loan agreement, promissory note or other debt agreement. 9
9

A "politically exposed person" (PEP) is a term describing someone who has been entrusted with a prominent public function. A PEP
generally presents a higher risk for potential involvement in bribery and corruption by virtue of their position and the influence that they
may hold.
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d. Whether there are any financial ties to a PEP or defence official/their family or
business associates through a shareholder, director or officer in the company or
proposed sub-contractor, and if so, the PEP's name and relationship to the company.
When selecting a winning bidder, the Ministry of Defence should publish confirmation that it has
performed due diligence to ensure the above.
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Who could use this information?
The aim of our red flags list is to put practical information into the hands of individuals who are wellpositioned to prevent or detect corruption in the Ukrainian defence and security sector. We believe
the information listed above could inform:
• Government officials who design competition and award processes: The rules and procedures
that govern award processes can help guard against the kinds of problematic behaviour described in
this report. For example, government officials could strengthen prequalification standards to better
guard against underqualified, politically-connected or overly secretive companies, or those with
close links to a potentially hostile state.
• Government procurement officials who oversee and approve awards: These officials, who could
represent regulators, ministries and Ukroboronprom (UOP), could use the list to detect certain
behaviours as the award process unfolds, and avoid award decisions that end in controversy or other
suboptimal outcomes.10
• Parliamentarians and government oversight bodies: In Ukraine, parliamentarians play a formal
role in approving large contracts or those with national security implications. They can call on the
executive to answer questions about a contract award as part of their wider oversight powers.
Members of anticorruption commissions, supreme audit institutions and other government
institutions with an oversight mandate could also use the list to help prioritize and inform their
monitoring functions.
• Law enforcement officers: Ukrainian law enforcement and military police could use the list to help
organize their investigations into a suspicious award process, as a source of leads or lines of useful
inquiry for them to pursue.
• Civil society actors, journalists and international donors: NGO staff, campaigners, activists and
journalists could use the list to probe the integrity and legality of ongoing or past award processes or
individual awards. In particular, the list can help them to identify important lines of inquiry, define
policy recommendations and to prioritize their scarce resources.
• Defence companies: As companies evaluate whether to participate in an award process or
whether to partner with other companies, the list of red flags identified in this report could assist in
assessing corruption risks when contracting with the Ukrainian Ministry of Defence. For example,
this could inform part of their anticorruption due diligence, risk management or compliance
functions.

Ukroboronprom (UOP) (Ukrainian: Укроборонпром, Ukrainian Defence Industry) is an association of multi-product enterprises in
various sectors of the defence industry of Ukraine. These enterprises operate in the development, manufacture, sale, repair,
modernisation and disposal of weapons, military and special equipment and ammunition, and participate in military-technical cooperation
with foreign states.
10
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The Red Flags:
Identifying Procurement Corruption
Competition can be deliberately constrained
In a competitive market, too few bidders to an advertised tender, or a preference for a single bidder
could indicate collusion—a corrupt agreement between companies in order to deliberately constrain
competition in the procurement process. These collusive agreements can also include MoD officials.
One or fewer than expected bidders can indicate “bid rigging,” in which the bidders (a group of
suppliers or a bidding company and government officials) determine between themselves who
should “win” the tender, and then arrange their bids—for example, through schemes such as bid
rotation, complementary bidding or cover pricing—in such a way as to ensure that the predesignated bidder is selected by the purportedly competitive process.11
Defence ministries can have legitimate motives for restricting competition or awarding contracts on
a non-competitive basis. For example, there may be only one supplier of a particular product, or the
procurement could be extremely urgent or, for national-security reasons, the technology required
must come from a trusted source. According to our research these legal exemptions are frequently
exploited in Ukraine, with too many contracts being awarded without a full or even partial
competition and in classified circumstances. In these instances, the justification should be
objectively verifiable to the public or an oversight agency. But in Ukraine, there is no current
obligation on the MoD to justify why a supplier has been selected.

Specific ‘red flag’ warning signs
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

11

A high number of contract awards awarded to one bidder.
There are fewer than expected bidders to an openly advertised tender.
The window for bidding can be unreasonably short.
The ministry can accept a bid from a supplier with terms that do not favour the supplier,
then subsequently renegotiates more favourable terms—suggesting the company and an
official could have engaged in “low-balling.”
Bidders or bids that appear legitimate can be set aside, with an unclear or no justification.
The MoD can award the contract on a single source basis when a competition would be
more typical, appropriate or economical.
Two or more competing suppliers can win contracts in a repetitive order, suggesting they are
colluding in a scheme known as “bid rotation.”
Companies can submit bids that appear intentionally defective, uncompetitive or that they
prematurely withdraw from the competition, often at the last minute, leaving one remaining
bidder.

For more on the practice of bid rotation, see OECD, Guidelines for Fighting Bid Rigging in Public Procurement.
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9. The winning supplier can provide benefits to a losing bidder after the award takes place—for
example, make payments to the loser or hire it as a subcontractor or other service
provider—suggesting that the two companies may have colluded to favour the winner.

A ‘smoking gun’?
In November 2016, the Ukrainian MoD advertised a tender for 150 tonnes of “ДС-56”, a specific
brand of camouflage smoke for military field operations: 50 tonnes of summer smoke and 100
tonnes of rain-resistant winter smoke, for UAH 5.3million (172,400 EUR).12 There are no legal
maximum, minimum or recommended timeframes in Ukrainian procurement law, however TI
experts estimated that suppliers would need at least 14 days’ notice, after the winner had been
announced, in order to produce and deliver two versions of camouflage smoke in such large
amounts.13 The tender gave a short 7-day deadline for the winning supplier to deliver 150 tonnes of
ДС-56 brand camouflage smoke.14 Only one bidder applied for the tender—Alpha Ltd.1516
Transparency International Ukraine publicly questioned the tender and the short deadline. The
Military Prosecutor’s Office announced a criminal investigation and its initial findings on the case: 17
1) The camouflage smoke delivered by Alpha was not brand ДС-56, as had been specified in the
tender.
2) MoD officials had not tested Alpha’s camouflage smoke prior to completing the acquisition.
3) The camouflage smoke did not fulfil the function it had been purchased for, namely it does
not camouflage soldiers for a minimum of 30 minutes, as had been specified in the tender.
The Military Prosecutor’s Office reported that Alpha’s camouflage smoke was designed for film
productions and theatre sets, and it could fulfil no useful purpose for military operations. A criminal
investigation into misuse of defence budget funds continues.18

What specific data could prevent this ‘red flag’ corruption risk?
There are significant discrepancies in the amount of data that the MoD releases for classified and
non-classified procurements—no useful information is published on classified procurement. This is
ostensibly for national security reasons, but much of the information that oversight actors require to
identify corruption has no or very little impact on national security. For example, the numbers of
bidders, a description of the product/service, and number of tenders awarded to an individual
supplier are released for non-classified procurements in Ukraine but not for classified procurements.
This opacity significantly heightens the risk of corruption in classified procurements. Yet this data is
routinely released by many other states, such as the United States, UK and the Netherlands, for
classified and non-classified procurements. The MoD needs to develop internal, publicly available

ProZorro, Crude oil and oil products obtained from bituminous minerals (06.10.1) Petroleum, coal and oil products (09200) (Smoke
mixture ДС-56 summer (winter) or equivalent), 1 June 2018: https://prozorro.gov.ua/tender/UA-2016-11-17-001547-a
13
Transparency International Ukraine, The Ministry of Defence of Ukraine: Public Procurement, 2017: https://ti-ukraine.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/04/Zvit-minoborony.pdf
14
ProZorro, Crude oil and oil products obtained from bituminous minerals (06.10.1) Petroleum, coal and oil products (09200) (Smoke
mixture ДС-56 summer (winter) or equivalent), 1 June 2018: https://prozorro.gov.ua/tender/UA-2016-11-17-001547-a
15
ProZorro, Crude oil and oil products obtained from bituminous minerals (06.10.1) Petroleum, coal and oil products (09200) (Smoke
mixture ДС-56 summer (winter) or equivalent), 1 June 2018: https://prozorro.gov.ua/tender/UA-2016-11-17-001547-a
16 The legally registered beneficial owners of Alpha Ltd. are Tetiana Skoryk and Oleksandr Skoryk (Opendatabot, 1 June 2018:
https://opendatabot.com/c/20222955)
17
Military Prosecutor's Office of the Southern Region of Ukraine, The Military Prosecutor's Office of the Kryvyy Rih Garrison Started
Criminal Proceedings related to the Fact of the Purchase of a Low-Grade Military Property, 16 March 16 2018:
https://vppdr.gp.gov.ua/ua/news.html?_m=publications&_c=view&_t=rec&id=225864
18
Military Prosecutor's Office of the Southern Region of Ukraine, The Military Prosecutor's Office of the Kryvyy Rih Garrison Started
Criminal Proceedings related to the Fact of the Purchase of a Low-Grade Military Property, 16 March 16 2018:
https://vppdr.gp.gov.ua/ua/news.html?_m=publications&_c=view&_t=rec&id=225864
12
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guidelines on how to conduct pre-tender market research, formalise technical requirements,
perform due diligence on bidders and classify information.
For all procurements, including classified procurements, the MoD should publish the following
information, within 20 days of the award:19
1. The legal names of bidding and winning companies (released post-award), contract number,
modification number, description of what is being bought, length of time tender was
advertised for, length of time stipulated in the tender between contract award and expected
delivery/completion, the winning bid price (released publicly immediately after—not beforethe contract award).
2. In aggregate, the number of tenders awarded to a supplier, the total contract value over a
three or 12-month period, the dates of award and the awarding official.
3. The names of sub-contractors, agents and consultancies used/employed under the
contract.20

19 20 days is the current timeline for releasing these datasets for non-classified procurements.
20 Currently, if a sub-contractor performs over 20% of the contract, it should be indicated in the contract between the supplier and the
MoD, it is not clear if this information is verified. This data is not provided in classified procurements.
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An official may intervene in the procurement process to favour,
unjustifiably, a particular company
An official can use their formal or informal role in the procurement process to alter, or attempt to
alter, the outcome in favour of a specific company. In many cases, the favoured company will not
appear to be the most qualified, or it will not offer anything that advances the public interest in it
being selected. This increases the likelihood that the official has intervened because they or
someone in their political, social or business networks has an interest in the company, or that the
company has paid the official for their help.

Specific ‘red flag’ warning signs
1. An official can take irregular or unreasonable steps to ensure that a company is allowed to
compete. For example, they might grant the company an exemption from on open,
competitive tender, or from the prequalification or testing process.
2. A company can be granted a contract directly, without engaging in a competitive process.
3. An official can take unusual steps, for example by narrowing the technical specifications, to
ensure that a company is the only supplier able to compete under the revised offer terms.
4. An official can give a winning or competing company preferential access to confidential
information to use in crafting its bid.
5. An official with final or high-level decision-making authority can override the outcome of the
procurement process, or otherwise alter the decision of the officials originally charged with
selecting the winners.
6. The conduct of the procurement process can depart from the government’s established
rules, standards or criteria, and/or exhibits a high or unusual degree of discretion and/or
secrecy.
7. An official with influence over the award can suggest, recommend or require that the
company partner with another company to apply for the contract or a sub-contract,
effectively creating a “forced marriage.” This can particularly be of concern when the
company imposed by the official is less experienced, offers less sophisticated equipment or
has political connections.

Talanlehprom’s Boots
In 2016, the Ministry of Defence, through a series of 12 tenders, purchased 245,000 army boots
worth 355 million UAH (11.5 million EUR).21 There are many suppliers in the Ukrainian market but
only one company, Talanlehprom Ltd, bid for and won the tenders.22 Two other suppliers submitted
formal complaints to the MoD citing an unreasonably short period of time in which to compete for
and produce the boots: the MoD had given a deadline of six days in which suppliers had to compose
and file 52 documents, produce and confirm bank guarantees, produce, present, and arrange for the
MoD to approve two separate boot designs. 23 The MoD refused to extend the deadline. 24 In order to
fulfil the contract conditions the winning bidder would have to produce a pair of boots in less than 3
minutes, working 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, assuming that the supplier already possessed all the
Transparency International Ukraine, The Ministry of Defence of Ukraine: Public Procurement, 2017: https://ti-ukraine.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/04/Zvit-minoborony.pdf
22
ProZorro, Shoes different, except for sports, protective and orthopedic (shoes, other, other than sports and protective), 1 June 2018:
https://prozorro.gov.ua/tender/UA-2016-06-16-000497-c?lot_id=fc3db2021d6a44238f393c50e0462235#lots
23 ProZorro, Shoes different, except for sports, protective and orthopedic (shoes, other, other than sports and protective), 1 June 2018:
https://prozorro.gov.ua/tender/UA-2016-06-16-000497-c?lot_id=fc3db2021d6a44238f393c50e0462235#lots
24 ProZorro, Shoes different, except for sports, protective and orthopedic (shoes, other, other than sports and protective), 1 June 2018:
https://prozorro.gov.ua/tender/UA-2016-06-16-000497-c?lot_id=fc3db2021d6a44238f393c50e0462235#lots
21
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required materials stipulated in the tender.25 Talanlehprom renegotiated and extended the
production and delivery timelines for 24 of 25 contracts it won, to enable it to complete the order. 26
The final price agreed between the MoD and Talanlehprom was approximately double the market
cost for this product.27
One alternative supplier appealed to the Ukrainian Antimonopoly Committee citing discriminatory
requirements—the technical requirements detailed in the tender advertisement could only be
provided by one company: Talanlehprom Ltd.28 The complaint was terminated and the supplier
received no response from the Committee as to why it was terminating its appeal. 29
According to MoD sources interview for this report, the boots had been requested by the Centre for
Material Provision of the Armed Forces of Ukraine, which had set out a much more generic technical
specification for the boots than the final specification which was issued. 30 The Centre’s more generic
specifications would have enabled many more companies to bid. We have been unable to establish
why these technical requirements were then narrowed by the Tender Committee of the MoD.

What data could prevent this corruption risk?
The Ukrainian defence procurement cycle is too opaque and there is no current obligation on the
MoD to justify why a supplier has been selected. Nor are there any legal consequences for a supplier
that submits false data to the MoD. By releasing the following specific data sets, the MoD could
better prevent corruption or collusion, and better facilitate its identification.
These datasets are released as standard in most countries in the European Union and in the United
States.
1. The MoD should publish confirmation of:
a. Which companies have been granted a contract directly, without engaging in a
competitive process.
b. The tender procedure elected for completed tenders (open, negotiated or single
sourced for example).
c. Under which legal criteria the exemption to an open competition has been granted,
and the legally valid reasons for selecting a 'negotiated' procedure or a direct award
procedure, and the names of the justifying official/s.
2. At the time of submitting a bid, the bidding company’s CEO should make available for
publication a certified confirmation that the company, its owners and senior directors fulfil
all prequalification requirements.
3. The MOD should also publish a certification from the lead procurement official that the
winning company fulfils all prequalification requirements.

Transparency International Ukraine, The Ministry of Defence of Ukraine: Public Procurement, 2017: https://ti-ukraine.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/04/Zvit-minoborony.pdf
26 Transparency International Ukraine, The Ministry of Defence of Ukraine: Public Procurement, 2017: https://ti-ukraine.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/04/Zvit-minoborony.pdf
27
Interview 17: Ex-official from the Ministry of Defence of Ukraine, 4 May 2018
28
ProZorro, Shoes different, except for sports, protective and orthopedic (shoes, other, other than sports and protective), 1 June 2018:
https://prozorro.gov.ua/tender/UA-2016-06-16-000497-c?lot_id=fc3db2021d6a44238f393c50e0462235#lots
29
ProZorro, Shoes different, except for sports, protective and orthopedic (shoes, other, other than sports and protective), 1 June 2018:
https://prozorro.gov.ua/tender/UA-2016-06-16-000497-c?lot_id=fc3db2021d6a44238f393c50e0462235#lots
30
Interview 1: Official from the Ministry of Defence of Ukraine, 20 April 2018
25
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The winning bidder may have a shareholder or other business
relationship with a politically exposed person (PEP)
Procurement officials and oversight actors should always take a closer look when a ministry does
business with companies that have politically exposed persons (PEPs) as legal shareholders, as a
conflict of interest can often arise. The presence of a conflict of interest is not a definite sign of
corruption. But it does significantly heighten the risk that the official could use their entrusted power
in ways that undermine the award’s integrity or potential returns to the state. The more powerful
the PEP, the more likely it become that their role in the process could weaken built-in checks and
balances.
In many jurisdictions, PEP-owned or managed companies are either prohibited from competing for
government contracts or face higher levels of scrutiny. But there may be other, more indirect
channels through which PEPs connected to the supplier can benefit. A supplier might channel
payments to the PEP via a third-party business relationship, such as a consultancy or a
subcontractor.
Uncovering such a situation requires scrutiny, as the third-party business relationship could be a
conduit for transferring funds to the PEP—especially if the payments exceed the value of the service
provided. It may be that the legal shareholders of the supplier or sub-contractor are not easily
identifiable, in combination with other factors this may point to a hidden beneficial ownership by a
PEP, which requires closer review. As well as seeking certified disclosure from the supplier of their
beneficial owners, it may be necessary to scrutinize all entities in a company’s ownership structure,
given that PEPs sometimes hold their interests indirectly—e.g. through an offshore subsidiary or
holding company structure.

Specific ‘red flag’ warning signs
1. The PEP may fail to disclose conflicts of interest and/or fail to recuse themselves from the
selection process.
2. A PEP may be a legal shareholder in a company or sub-contractor which is selected for
tender and therefore entitled to dividends or some other share of its earnings. Similar
conflicts might exist where an individual has familial, personal, political, business or other
close financial ties to a PEP who is a shareholder, director or officer in the company and
could mean the individual is a proxy or “front” for the PEP.
3. The supplier’s shareholder structure may include a chain or network of shell companies, or a
complex holding company structure, which obscures who ultimately owns or controls the
company. For example, through nominee shareholders, bearer shareholders, unissued
shares or a trust.31
4. The supplier may engage a PEP or his/her firm as a consultant or service provider.
5. The PEP may be able to exert influence over decisions at multiple points in the selection
process, either by occupying more than one decision-making role, or by holding positions in
more than one of the official bodies involved.

Nominee shareholders: Corporate records may explicitly identify the individual as a nominee, or he/she may exhibit common
characteristics of nominee, for instance being a shareholder or director in numerous other entities; working for a law firm, corporate
services firm or other business that specializes in creating shell companies or managing private wealth. Trust: for example, a list of
shareholders for the company, whether contained in a corporate filing or some other official document, does not fully account for all of
the company’s issued shares, or the company’s shareholder structure includes a significant block of authorized but unissued shares. In
some, though certainly not all cases, this could raise suspicions that the company is holding the block of shares in reserve for a PEP.
31
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6. A PEP or his/her company may provide the supplier with a loan agreement, promissory note
or other debt instrument.

Bogdan Corporation’s network of PEPs
The Bogdan Corporation is a significant supplier to the Ukrainian defence sector. Most of the tenders
it receives are not competitively tendered, but direct, classified procurements where Bohdan is the
only competitor for the contract.
In 2009, Petro Poroshenko sold his controlling stake in Bogdan Corporation to his business partner,
Oleg Hladkovsky.32 From July 2012 until February 2015, Hladkovsky was President of the Bogdan
Corporation.33 In August 2014, (shortly after Oleg Hladkovsky changed his name from Oleh
Svynarchuk) Poroshenko appointed Hladkovsky as Chairman of the Interdepartmental Commission
for Military-Technical Cooperation Policy and Export Control.34 Hladkovsky is currently First Deputy
Secretary of the National Security and Defence Council of Ukraine (NSDC).35 There is a very obvious
potential conflict of interest when the controlling stock of a significant single-source supplier to the
MoD was recently owned and controlled by the current head of a government body charged with
governing the defence sector of Ukraine."
The network of PEPs currently or recently managing Bogdan’s subsidiaries is also extensive, for
example PSC ‘Plant ‘Kuznya on Rybalsky’ which manufactures 'Giurza-M' armoured boats is owned
by President Poroshenko and MP Ihor Kononenko.36 Yet these links did not appear to trigger a
thorough due diligence process to ensure any conflicts were identified and avoided. At the very
least, the MoD could have sought to avoid corruption risks by ensuring these tenders were not
single-sourced and by providing an objectively verifiable, public justification for why these
companies have been selected as MoD suppliers.
In addition to close PEP-ties, we identified a number of additional red flags surrounding Bogdan
Corporation’s awarded tenders. For example, during 2015-2017, the MoD purchased six 'Giurza-M'
armoured boats.37 The Navy had highly specialised requirements: the boats were meant to be
loaded with a 30-mm automatic cannon, 30-mm automatic grenade launcher, a 7.62-mm machine
gun and two missile systems.38 PSC ‘Plant ‘Kuznya on Rybalsky’ was a commercial shipyard, with no
Hladkovsky (under the name Oleh Svynarchuk—he changed his surname to Hladkovskyi in 2014. National Anti-corruption Bureau of
Ukraine, 13 травня 2016, http://bit.ly/2wGXyHd (Accessed May 2017). This is also mentioned in his declaration of assets. Гладковський
Олег Володимирович: http://bit.ly/2vHoy4C (Accessed May 2017).
33
The National Security and Defence Council of Ukraine, Hladkovskyi Oleh Volodymyrovych, 5 June 2018:
http://www.rnbo.gov.ua/content/gladkovsky.html
34
The National Security and Defence Council of Ukraine, Hladkovskyi Oleh Volodymyrovych, 5 June 2018:
http://www.rnbo.gov.ua/content/gladkovsky.html.
35
The National Security and Defence Council of Ukraine, Hladkovskyi Oleh Volodymyrovych, 5 June 2018:
http://www.rnbo.gov.ua/content/gladkovsky.html.
36 According to the information of Mind.ua outlet, the plant is owned by the President Petro Poroshenko and his business partner MP Ihor
Kononenko (Mind.ua, Oboronprom's Year: Corruption, Unrealised Potential, and Technology Leaks, 21 December 2018:
https://mind.ua/publications/20179813-rik-oboronpromu-korupciya-nerealizovanij-potencial-i-vitik-tehnologij). An official information
request via the Unified State Register of Legal Entities and Individuals Entrepreneurs of Ukraine (The Ministry of Justice of Ukraine, The
Unified State Register of Legal Entities, Individual Entrepreneurs and Community Groups, 1 June 2018: https://usr.minjust.gov.ua/)
revealed that as of 1 June 2018 PSC ‘Plant ‘Kuznya on Rybalsky’ is managed by Shandra Valerii Oleksandrovych. Nevertheless, according to
an official information request via the Unified State Register of Legal Entities and Individuals Entrepreneurs of Ukraine (The Ministry of
Justice of Ukraine, The Unified State Register of Legal Entities, Individual Entrepreneurs and Community Groups, 1 June 2018:
https://usr.minjust.gov.ua/), as of 1 June 2018 both Ihor Kononenko and Petro Poroshenko were ultimate beneficial owners of the PSC
‘Plant ‘Kuznya on Rybalsky’.
37 The General Prosecutor's Office Revealed the Misuse of 30 Million UAH during the Procurement of Helmets and Special Items,
Censor.net, 25 January 2018:
https://ua.censor.net.ua/news/3046568/gpu_rozkryla_mahinatsiyi_u_zakupivli_kasok_i_spetszasobiv_na_30_milyioniv_gryven_lysenko;
Segodnya, The Purchase of Used Ships for Ukrainian Fleet: Pluses, Minuses, and an International Experience, 11 March 2017:
https://ukr.segodnya.ua/ukraine/pokupka-korabley-bu-dlya-ukrainskogo-flota-plyusy-minusy-i-mezhdunarodnyy-opyt-926854.html
38
Segodnya, The Purchase of Used Ships for Ukrainian Fleet: Pluses, Minuses, and an International Experience, 11 March 2017:
https://ukr.segodnya.ua/ukraine/pokupka-korabley-bu-dlya-ukrainskogo-flota-plyusy-minusy-i-mezhdunarodnyy-opyt-926854.html
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previous experience constructing military grade armoured ships. 39 The 'Giurza-M' reportedly failed
testing in a number of areas including: defective construction, insufficient speed to operate well at
sea and issues with firing.40 It is therefore not clear why the MoD chose to procure these boats
directly when a negotiated procedure could have ensured a degree of competition, reflecting price,
national security and quality criteria. It is also unclear why the MoD pressed on with this purchase
despite the perceived issues around conflict of interest and inability to pass military testing.

Bogdan’s Chinese Pickup Truck Ambulances
Bogdan Corporation participates in at least 12 current acquisitions programs for the MoD, including
armoured vehicles and ambulances, produced by a subsidiary, Automobile Company Bogdan Motors
PJSC. In January 2017, the MoD’s website reported that the Bogdan-2251 ambulance had been
approved by the State Scientific Testing Centre as able to perform all types of off-road rescue
operations.41 In a classified, non-competitive tender procedure, the MoD purchased 100 ambulances
for USD$ 32,000 per vehicle.42 A high price given the refurbished vehicles were built on the chassis of
a Chinese-manufactured pickup truck.43
During the first year of operation, 50% of the vehicles broke down, which was confirmed by the
MoD’s Volunteer Council.44 It subsequently emerged that the testing conditions had not included ice
or snow.45 The pickup truck chassis had a load capacity of 1,000 kg. An ambulance medical cabin
weighs 600 kg, leaving room for 400kg of load.46 A medical team usually consists of 6-7 staff (1
driver, 1 armed escort, 2 paramedics and 2-3 wounded), not including medical equipment.47 To be
operational the vehicle would be constantly overloaded, increasing the likelihood of breakdowns. 48
Bogdan blamed the technical failures on low-quality fuel, improper usage and violations of the
service condition.49 MP Oksana Korchynska, claims that Bogdan Corporation demanded extra
payment for repairing the malfunctioning ambulances.50 Sources we interviewed say these defects
would have been apparent at the testing stage; yet the purchase was approved. 51
A military ambulance is a dual-purpose product, which can be produced by a civil manufacturer (as it
was in this case) and does not feature any unique military technology; the majority of the vehicle is
made from reassembled, refurnished parts. The ambulances could have been purchased via an
Interview 22: Taras Chmut, journalist from the Ukrainian Military Portal, 10 May 2018
Interview 22: Taras Chmut, journalist from the Ukrainian Military Portal, 10 May 2018
41 The Ministry of Defence, The Decree "On the Admission to Operation in the Armed Forces of Ukraine the Medical Automobile Bogdan
2251 on the Great Wall Wingle 5 chassis, 27 March 2017: http://www.mil.gov.ua/content/mou_orders/180_nm_2017.pdf
42
Novoye Vremia, Two Fellows Served in the Army, 5 April 2018: https://magazine.nv.ua/ukr/journal/3075-journal-no-13/sluzhili-dvatovarisha.html
43
Interview 4: International expert, 24 April 2018; “Great Wall Wingle 5” pickup truck model.
44
Interview 22: Taras Chmut, journalist from the Ukrainian Military Portal, 10 May 2018; Ukrainian Pravda, Half of Delivered to the Front
"Bohdan"s Broke—Volunteer, 28 January 2018: https://www.pravda.com.ua/news/2018/01/28/7169814/
45 Transparency International Defence and Security and Transparency International Ukraine, Just What the Doctor Ordered? Corruption
Risks in the Ukrainian Military's Medical Supply, 2017: https://nako.org.ua/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Just-what-the-doctorordered_ENG_.pdf
46
Transparency International Defence and Security and Transparency International Ukraine, Just What the Doctor Ordered? Corruption
Risks in the Ukrainian Military's Medical Supply, 2017: https://nako.org.ua/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Just-what-the-doctorordered_ENG_.pdf
47
Transparency International Defence and Security and Transparency International Ukraine, Just What the Doctor Ordered? Corruption
Risks in the Ukrainian Military's Medical Supply, 2017: https://nako.org.ua/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Just-what-the-doctorordered_ENG_.pdf
48 Transparency International Defence and Security and Transparency International Ukraine, Just What the Doctor Ordered? Corruption
Risks in the Ukrainian Military's Medical Supply, 2017: https://nako.org.ua/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Just-what-the-doctorordered_ENG_.pdf
49
Ukrainian Pravda, "Bohdan" Reassures that MoD is not Refraining from the Purchase, 11 February 2018:
https://www.pravda.com.ua/news/2018/02/11/7171286/
50
Ukraina Moloda, Minoborony Stopped Buying "Defect" Ambulances "Bohdan, 11 February 2018:
http://umoloda.kiev.ua/number/0/218/120469/
51
Interview 3: Anatoliy Pinchuk, businessman from UPA "Ukrainian strategy", 22 April 2018
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open, competitive tender which would have enabled other suppliers to compete and win on the
basis of best price—several suppliers were in a position to compete for the tender.52 Alternatively, a
‘negotiated procedure’ would have enabled procurement officials to judge both price and quality
criteria. Before announcing the tender, the MoD had invited several potential ambulance suppliers
to discuss the MoD’s operational requirements, obviating the need to make this a single-source
procurement.53 One source told us that Bogdan had been selected as a supplier before Bogdan’s
ambulance models had been produced or tested and even before the MoD had met with the other
suppliers.54 The MoD has refused to release any information on the tender to the NAKO, and we can
find no obvious need for this to be a classified, single-source purchase.

What specific data could prevent this ‘red flag’ corruption risk?
1. The published names and positions of officials who have played a formal or informal role in
the decision-making process, and published confirmation by the Defence Tender Committee,
for each tender, that any person connected to the development or award of contracts who
holds a conflict of interest has been identified and segregated from the decision-making
process.
2. Confirmation of all legal, beneficial shareholders including for proposed (and later
confirmation for employed) sub-contractors and consultants. Detailed to all +5% beneficial
owners.
3. Whether there are any financial ties to a PEP or defence official/their family or business
associates through a shareholder, director or officer in the company or proposed subcontractor, and if so, the PEP's name and relationship to the company.
4. Confirmation from the bidders as to whether a PEP or one of their associates has provided
the supplier with a loan agreement, promissory note or other debt agreement.

‘BUICK’ Production Company (PC), ‘KrAZ Scientific and Production Company’ LLC, ‘Diatech-Ukraine’ LLC, and ‘Praktika’ PJSC were initially
consulted by the MoD (Transparency International Defence and Security and Transparency International Ukraine, Just What the Doctor
Ordered? Corruption Risks in the Ukrainian Military's Medical Supply, 2017: https://nako.org.ua/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Just-whatthe-doctor-ordered_ENG_.pdf).
53
Transparency International Defence and Security and Transparency International Ukraine, Just What the Doctor Ordered? Corruption
Risks in the Ukrainian Military's Medical Supply, 2017: https://nako.org.ua/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Just-what-the-doctorordered_ENG_.pdf
54
Transparency International Defence and Security and Transparency International Ukraine, Just What the Doctor Ordered? Corruption
Risks in the Ukrainian Military's Medical Supply, 2017: https://nako.org.ua/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Just-what-the-doctorordered_ENG_.pdf
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The MoD can allow an unqualified or hostile state supplier to
win and deliver a contract
When a supplier that does not have sufficient technical, operational or financial capabilities wins an
award, it is unlikely to be the best choice for effectively executing the contract. The supplier may
have been allowed to compete or prevail for an illegitimate reason—because it paid an official with
influence over the award or has financial ties to a Politically Exposed Person (PEP), for instance.
In most cases, unqualified suppliers are likely to be motivated by financial gain. But this might not
always be the case. A senior source at Ukroboronprom reports that suppliers located in, or owned by
hostile state agents regularly bid for tenders, posing a serious national security risk to the Ukrainian
state, either because suppliers are ‘shell’ companies, taking part in a procurement to thwart delivery
of required products and services, to provide counterintelligence, or to intentionally provide
defective equipment to troops.55 A thorough due diligence process will enable defence officials to
analyse how experienced and appropriate a supplier is, as well as identifying any company or
principal links to a potentially hostile state.

Specific ‘red flag’ warning signs
1. The supplier may fail to meet the ministry’s pre-qualification standards or other
guidelines for the selection process, but be selected anyway.
2. The supplier and/or its principals may have no prior relevant work experience, little
or no industry reputation or name recognition.
3. The company may have been incorporated or otherwise legally registered only
shortly before, or even after, the award. It may appear that the company was set up
specifically for the contract. It may have close links to a potentially hostile state.
4. The company might not have the basic capabilities or assets needed to contribute,
including manpower, finances, equipment or technical skills. Additional concerns
could arise if the company’s finances are thin and it has submitted no financial
guarantee, balance sheet, audited accounts or credit rating.
5. The supplier might not show other basic attributes of a functioning business— for
instance, a physical address or office space, staff or a website.

AV-Pharma’s deadly tourniquets
All operational combatants should carry at least two tourniquets at all times. Used to stop traumatic
bleeding, tourniquets can prevent the loss of limbs or death from internal bleeding. A faulty
tourniquet can be lethal. In autumn of 2015, the Ministry of Defence purchased 30,000 tourniquets
from AV-Pharma.56 AV-Pharma had not been operating for long—the company started producing
tactical medical products in 2014, one year before it was awarded the tender. 57 While the tender
was being arranged with AV-Pharma, military conscripts reported that AV-Pharma’s tourniquets
broke when subject to pressure—on average in 60% of the cases where they were used.58 The
inferior quality of the purchased tourniquets was confirmed by the volunteers of the Medical

Conversation with senior executive at Ukroboronprom April 2018
Transparency International Defence and Security and Transparency International Ukraine, Just What the Doctor Ordered? Corruption
Risks in the Ukrainian Military's Medical Supply, 2017: https://nako.org.ua/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Just-what-the-doctorordered_ENG_.pdf
57 AV-Pharma, 1 June 2018: http://avpharma.com.ua/kompan%D1%96ya
58 Dn.depo.ua, Volunteers Accuse the Ministry of Defence for Dooming Fighters to Death due to Corrupt Tourniquets, 24 May 2016:
https://dn.depo.ua/ukr/dn/volonteri-zvinuvatili-minoboroni-u-prirechenni-biytsiv-na-24052016145700
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Committee of the Association of People’s Volunteers of Ukraine.59 The Committee highlighted as
problematic the low standards prescribed in the technical specifications and that testing had not
been conducted into how the tourniquets would be used in combat zones.60
TI Ukraine identified a number of other reputable suppliers who were available to provide highquality tourniquets. One competitor interviewed reported initially participating in the tender, but
was unable to comply with the short time period for delivery stipulated in the tender and so
withdrew its bid.61
Military conscripts appealed to the MoD’s Military Medical Department and to the Minister of
Defence, Stepan Poltorak, citing bribery of defence officials.62 Despite these reports, the 2015
purchase was concluded and a further tender for 50,000 tourniquets was issued a few months later,
in April 2016, using exactly the same specifications, which had initially led to the procurement of
faulty tourniquets.63 There has been no inquiry into why this tender was concluded despite failing to
pass testing, or the number of deaths and injuries caused by the faulty tourniquets in field
operations.

What specific data could prevent this ‘red flag’ corruption risk?
1) The supplier should certify (and the MoD should publish) the names and nationalities of
company principals and beneficial owners its legal name, date and country of incorporation,
credit rating, audited accounts, website and registered address. This information should also
be certified and published for significant sub-contractors and consultants employed by the
awarded contract.
2) The MoD should publish its pre-qualification standards and guidelines for the selection
process, including how suppliers' submissions are evaluated.
3) Scoring/award criteria applied to submissions and justification for selection of the winning
bid should be published, including for classified procurements.

Facebook, Medical Committee of the Association of People's Volunteers of Ukraine, 11 June 2015:
https://www.facebook.com/VolunteerMedCommittee/photos/pcb.899930926745444/899930440078826/?type=3&theater
60 Facebook, Medical Committee of the Association of People's Volunteers of Ukraine, 11 June 2015:
https://www.facebook.com/VolunteerMedCommittee/photos/pcb.899930926745444/899930440078826/?type=3&theater
61
Transparency International NAKO, Just what the doctor ordered? Corruption Risks in the Ukrainian Military’s Medical Supply, pg. 14 and
(2017) https://nako.org.ua/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Just-what-the-doctor-ordered_ENG_.pdf
62
Dn.depo.ua, Volunteers Accuse the Ministry of Defence for Dooming Fighters to Death due to Corrupt Tourniquets, 24 May 2016:
https://dn.depo.ua/ukr/dn/volonteri-zvinuvatili-minoboroni-u-prirechenni-biytsiv-na-24052016145700
63
Dn.depo.ua, Volunteers Accuse the Ministry of Defence for Dooming Fighters to Death due to Corrupt Tourniquets, 24 May 2016:
https://dn.depo.ua/ukr/dn/volonteri-zvinuvatili-minoboroni-u-prirechenni-biytsiv-na-24052016145700
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The agreed terms of the award can deviate significantly from
industry or market norms
If the terms of a final contract agreed between the MoD and a supplier depart significantly from
expectations, past examples or industry norms, this should warrant extra scrutiny from oversight
actors. Ukrainian law stipulates that the unit price in contract price can increase up to 10%,
otherwise the tender competition must be repeated. Other than this there is no general rule for how
much deviation is too much; only close scrutiny of the sector and country context can be used to
make an informed judgment.
Most defence ministries require any contract modifications to be fully justified to the procurement
official’s line manager. This helps to ensure a procedure of internal checks and balances, as well as
accountability during a later audit or investigation. This is problematic in Ukraine, where the
identities of officials who played a role in the tender award are usually hidden, frustrating attempts
by enforcement officials to identify possible wrong-doing.
Judging whether the MoD received fair value for a sophisticated weapon or piece of technology is
not necessarily straightforward. Many deals are products of negotiation. Corruption is by no means
the only reason why final terms may favour the winning company more than the government. For
example, officials might not have done a good job managing the award process or calculating wholeof-lifecycle costs for a tank that requires frequent servicing and unique parts. They may have set
terms too low or negotiated poorly, based on limited experience, information or negotiating power.
Corruption risks related to this red flag can be significantly higher when none of the reasons above
are evident, as well as when other red flags are present, for example if an unqualified company with
signs of hidden PEP ownership won a contract with highly preferential terms.

Specific ‘red flag’ warning signs
1. The final terms may include prices that are substantially lower or higher than market price.
2. The terms or prices of the final award or amended contract can be significantly more
favourable to the company than those that it and the ministry initially agreed, or more
favourable to the supplier than those from similar deals signed by the government, yet
market conditions have not significantly changed.
3. One or more terms of the contract can be changed shortly before signing, in a manner that
favours the supplier.
4. The responsible defence agency may fail to assess the market value of the contract it is
awarding.
5. The winner’s bid may be substantially higher or lower than ministry’s own assessed value for
the contract, or deviate widely from the bids made by other companies. Suspicions may be
stronger if the ministry’s value assessment appears realistic and based on sound technical
analysis, rather than simply an opening position in negotiation.
6. The final award can show significant deviations from existing law or regulation, or from the
model contract used during the selection process.
7. The final terms can include non-standard provisions that reduce the winner’s obligations or
make the deal more valuable to the winner. These could include excessive tax holidays,
unclear or skewed currency conversion formulas or rates, unusually long payment windows,
debt guarantees, or other non-standard financial support from the government to the
winner.
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Trade Commodity’s winning style
Immediately before e-procurement reforms were introduced in April 2016 making defence
procurement more transparent, the MoD awarded a number of valuable diesel and jet fuel tenders
to Trade Commodity Ltd.64 Trade Commodity was awarded 14 out of 15 tenders in a short period,
worth over 1.2 billion UAH (39 million EUR).65 Before this, from 2015 to 2016, the MoD had also
awarded Trade Commodity fuel contracts worth over 2 billion UAH (65 million EUR).66 In a highly
competitive market, with 40 companies offering fuel of the same quality with only small differences
in pricing, a 93.3% winning rate for a single supplier is abnormal.67
In June-August 2016, the MoD and Trade Commodity signed several further deals for diesel fuel. 68
According to the National Anti-corruption Bureau of Ukraine (NABU) these contract amendments
increased the price awarded to Trade Commodity by 16% per unit, compared to the initial value of
the signed contracts.69 According to law, a price increase of more than 10% per unit should have
triggered a new tender competition for the contract.70 Instead the MoD continued with Trade
Commodity as its chosen supplier, agreeing to pay the higher price quoted by the company.
Ukraine’s National Anti-corruption Bureau of Ukraine accused Trade Commodity of colluding with
defence procurement officials to embezzle 149 million UAH (4.8 million EUR).71 Four defence officials
were questioned, including the Deputy Minister of Defence, Ihor Pavlovskyi; the Head of Defence
Procurement, Volodymyr Hulevych; the Head of Fuel Supply, Borys Malysh; and a senior inspector
from the Internal Audit Department, Volodymyr Shemovniev. 72 Two senior employees from Trade
Commodity—including the CEO Vadym Maiko--fled Ukraine and are currently subject to an
international Interpol warrant for their arrest. 73

What data could prevent this corruption risk?
1. For each tender, the MoD should publish its own ‘assessed value’ for the contract when
advertising or inviting parties to tender, including the market price information used to
guide the assessed value, including for classified procurements.
2. The MOD should share all national security sensitive procurement data and contracts
with independent, security-cleared internal and external oversight agencies, such as
internal and external audit, and a parliamentary committee.
3. The MOD should publish all national security sensitive procurement data and contracts
once the classification period has expired.
4. The signed contract (uploaded as an attachment, with national security sensitive items
redacted) and any revised contracts should be published online by the MOD, noting any
The online e-procurement system ProZorro was introduced 1 April 2016.
DoZorro, What is Known about the Scandal Procurement of Fuel by MoD, for which NABU has Detained Officials, 11 October 2017:
https://dozorro.org/news/sho-vidomo-pro-skandalnu-zakupivli-paliva-mou-za-yaku-nabu-zatrimala-chinovnikiv
66 DoZorro, What is Known about the Scandal Procurement of Fuel by MoD, for which NABU has Detained Officials, 11 October 2017:
https://dozorro.org/news/sho-vidomo-pro-skandalnu-zakupivli-paliva-mou-za-yaku-nabu-zatrimala-chinovnikiv
67
Minfin, Prices for Fuel, DF, and Gas on Refill Stations of Ukraine, 5 June 2018: https://index.minfin.com.ua/markets/fuel/tm/
68
NV Business, Corruption Scandal in the Ministry of Defence. Why Pavlovskyi was Detained and what is Known about "Trade
Commodity," 12 October 2017: http://gordonua.com/ukr/publications/-koruptsijnij-skandal-v-minoboroni-za-shcho-zatrimalipavlovskogo-i-shcho-vidomo-pro-trejd-kommoditi-211946.html
69
DoZorro, What is Known about the Scandal Procurement of Fuel by MoD, for which NABU has Detained Officials, 11 October 2017:
https://dozorro.org/news/sho-vidomo-pro-skandalnu-zakupivli-paliva-mou-za-yaku-nabu-zatrimala-chinovnikiv
70 The Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, the official web-portal, Law of Ukraine № 922-VIII "On Public Procurement," 25 December 2015:
http://zakon0.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/922-19
71
Bihus.info, Interpol Announced "Trade Commodity" Executives for an International Search, 11 April 2018: https://bihus.info/interpologolosiv-u-miznarodnii-rozsuk-kerivnikiv-treid-kommoditi
72
Bihus.info, Interpol Announced "Trade Commodity" Executives for an International Search, 11 April 2018: https://bihus.info/interpologolosiv-u-miznarodnii-rozsuk-kerivnikiv-treid-kommoditi
73
Bihus.info, Interpol Announced "Trade Commodity" Executives for an International Search, 11 April 2018: https://bihus.info/interpologolosiv-u-miznarodnii-rozsuk-kerivnikiv-treid-kommoditi
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agreed changes in price, delivery time and post-tender award changes in terms and
conditions.
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A company or individual with a history of anti-competitive
behaviour wins an award.
A company involved in the award process, or an individual with an ownership interest in it, may have
a reputation for, or a record of participation in, corruption, collusion or other relevant unethical
misconduct. This could suggest that the company or individual has a propensity to engage in
problematic business practices, or that officials treated them with favouritism. The level of scrutiny
prompted by this red flag should depend on factors such as the reliability of the evidence or how
often the company or individual has been accused.

Specific ‘red flag’ warning signs
1. The company, owner or a senior director may be under suspicion, investigation or
indictment for anti-competitive practices or criminal activity, in Ukraine or elsewhere.
2. The company, owner or a senior director may have been convicted of criminal activity or
violations of other relevant laws, in Ukraine or elsewhere.
3. The company, owner or a senior director may have a record of failing to perform contractual
obligations or other adverse legal activity that suggests unethical business practices.

Wog Aero Jet’s anti-competitive practices
On 28th November 2016, the MoD’s Tender Committee conducted negotiations with Wog Aero Jet
Ltd and three other companies who bid for two large diesel fuel tenders.74 Two weeks later, on 2nd
December, Wog Aero Jet was awarded both tenders to supply over nine tons of diesel fuel worth
190 million UAH (6.2million EUR).75
Wog Aero Jet had been convicted and fined for price fixing and collusion in three separate cases by
the Antimonopoly Committee of Ukraine (AMCU), which had opened a further investigation into the
company.76 Despite this, the MoD conducted the tender very quickly. The MoD also chose the
bidder via a ‘negotiated procedure’ rather than an ‘open tender’, where the lowest price bidder
would have automatically been selected. It is not clear why the MoD chose to avoid an ‘open
tender’, which would have guaranteed the most economic price for the government.
Within the same month, in response to a complaint filed by another bidder, the Kyiv Commercial
Court banned the MoD from receiving diesel fuel from Wog Aero Jet.77 The court ruled that the MoD
should terminate the contract Wog Aero Jet Ltd, which is reportedly close to Yurii Biriukov, an
assistant to the Minister of Defence and an Advisor to the President of Ukraine. 78
The law empowers the MoD to conduct negotiations with bidders in order to assess how
appropriate the company is as a government supplier. They should also conduct due diligence on
the supplier, including what risks that supplier may pose to the MoD.79 It is not clear on what criteria
ProZorro, Liquid fuel and gas: lubricating oils (Petroleum, coal and oil products), 2018: https://prozorro.gov.ua/tender/UA-2016-11-14001643-a?lot_id=a7f94bd13e7a48cfb80a02e62b3f2204#lots
75 ProZorro, Liquid fuel and gas: lubricating oils (Petroleum, coal and oil products), 2018: https://prozorro.gov.ua/tender/UA-2016-11-14001643-a?lot_id=a7f94bd13e7a48cfb80a02e62b3f2204#lots
76
Biz.NV, Convictions confirmed on appeal by the Supreme Economic Court: https://biz.nv.ua/ukr/markets/holova-amku-zprohnozuvavzakinchennja-rozsliduvannja-proti-okko-ta-wog-2457378.html
77
NV Business, The Court Prohibited the Ministry of Defence to Buy Diesel Fuel from WOG, 22 December 2016:
https://biz.nv.ua/ukr/markets/sud-zaboroniv-minoboroni-kupuvati-dizpalivo-u-wog-341993.html
78
NV Business, The Court Prohibited the Ministry of Defence to Buy Diesel Fuel from WOG, 22 December 2016:
https://biz.nv.ua/ukr/markets/sud-zaboroniv-minoboroni-kupuvati-dizpalivo-u-wog-341993.html; Interview 17: Ex-official from the
Ministry of Defence of Ukraine, 4 May 2018
79 The Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, the official web-portal, Law of Ukraine № 922-VIII "On Public Procurement," 25 December 2015:
http://zakon0.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/922-19
74
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Wog Aero Jet were selected as the most appropriate bidder, nor why, given the company’s previous
convictions and fines for anti-competitive actions, it passed due diligence controls. Nor is it clear
how routinely the MoD performs due diligence checks and, if it does, how this supplier evaded those
controls.
Yet, it is known that in February 2017 the General Prosecutor's Office of Ukraine, acting in the interests
of the state and the MoD sued Wog Aero Jet, and as an outcome, the court obliged Wog Aero Jet to
reimburse MoD 10.3 million UAH (300 hundred EUR)80. The company challenged this decision, but the
Higher Court rejected her appeal.81

What specific data could prevent this ‘red flag’ corruption risk?
1. At the time of submitting a bid, the bidding company’s CEO should make available for
publication a certified confirmation that the company, its owners and senior directors:
a. Do not have a record of failure to perform contractual obligations, or other adverse
legal activity that strongly suggests corrupt business practices.
b. Are not under suspicion, investigation or indictment for anti-competitive practices,
corrupt or criminal activity, in Ukraine or elsewhere;
c. Have not been convicted of criminal activity or violations of other relevant laws, in
Ukraine or elsewhere.
2. When selecting a winning bidder, published confirmation from the MoD that it has
performed due diligence to ensure the above statements are true.

80
81

The Unified State Registry of Court Decisions, 30 March 2017, http://www.reyestr.court.gov.ua/Review/65739968
The Unified State Registry of Court Decisions, 7 February 2018, http://www.reyestr.court.gov.ua/Review/72092563#
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The official statement of the Ministry of Defence concerning the
corruption risks identified in this research
With the aim to consider the perspective of responsible authorities towards the corruption risks
identified in this research this report was sent to the Ministry of Defence for a review. The official
statement of the ministry is as follows:82
1. the procurement of armament and military equipment for the Armed Forces has certain
peculiarities, which almost totally differ from civil procurement:
2. the procurement of armament and military equipment by MoD is conducted according to
the requirements of the current legislature;
3. all procurements of armament and military equipment are checked by responsible control
bodies;
4. the procurement of armament and military equipment are arranged according to the
current legislature and maximally exclude the corruption component within MoD;
5. the assessment of production cost on the basis of calculation materials is considered to be a
more efficient procedure with regard to efficient public spending then on the basis of tender
procedures;
6. if the procurements of armament and military equipment are to be conducted via
competitive procedures then the absence of other national suppliers would make it
impossible, while the involvement of foreign suppliers of such production is problematic;
7. at the same time, MoD and the General Staff conduct a gradual rearmament towards foreign
armament and military equipment according to NATO standards;
8. MoD supports the intent of the authors of the NAKO report to improve the procurement
system and eliminate corruption risks.

82

Ministry of Defence letter provided to NAKO as a reply to a FOI request as of September 2018.
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How to reform internal and external controls: questions for each
stage of the procurement process
The corruption risks identified in this report can be mitigated in two principal ways: by increasing
transparency, and reforming internal and external control procedures. Our recommendations on
how to increase transparency are listed in the Executive Summary. Detailed below are the questions
that need to be answered at each stage of the defence acquisition cycle, which would help improve
procurement procedures and strengthen controls. For each stage, before redesigning and improving
internal and external controls, procurement official and oversight actors should select cases from a
range of completed tenders and ask the questions below.

Planning Stage

Competition
Stage

Due Diligence
& Award Stage

Contract
Administration
Stage

Contract
Completion
Stage

Planning Stage






Was this procurement planned?
Who is pushing for the procurement of the goods or services?
Does the Ministry of Defence need these goods or services?
Does this appear to be an ad hoc expenditure and if so is it fully justified as an emergency or
other legitimate reason?
Is the acquisition coordinated and integrated through a comprehensive plan for fulfilling the
Ministry of Defence’s need in a timely manner and at a reasonable cost?

Competition Stage












Who drafted the procurement scope of work and technical requirements of the contract, do
they have a conflict of interest, is the scope and requirements objectively justifiable, and
have these been verified and checked by another unit?
Does the scope of work and requirements permit the maximum amount of competition (i.e.,
was it very narrowly defined as to favour one contractor and exclude all others?), or too
vague (hindering bidders)?
Has the Ministry of Defence advertised the solicitation to the fullest extent possible? How
long will the solicitation be open?
If the acquisition is a commercial item or service, is there a genuine commercial market for
the good or service?
Is the order unnecessarily large or urgent and does it exclude other or smaller competitors?
Was proper market research performed to ascertain how many providers offer which
products/services, delivery timescales and the market price?
Is the Ministry of Defence appropriately leveraging its buying power? (i.e. is a bulk order
more appropriate than frequent small orders? Is the bulk order competitively priced
compared to the market?)
Are contract requirements bundled resulting in limited or no genuine competition? What is
the appropriate length of the contract? A longer duration can save time and resources by
reducing how often the tender is advertised, but an unnecessarily long duration favours one
company and may be uncompetitive.
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Due Diligence and Award















What was the justification if something other than full and open competition was used?
Are there any conflicts of interest (personal or organizational) that might bias the award
of the contract (for example, is the revolving door an issue?)
Have all of the bidders undergone a comprehensive performance and responsibility
review?
How is the contract being financed by the winning company, i.e. through a loan?
Was a pre-award audit performed to verify bidders’ projected costs and overhead rate?
Have prime contractors submitted a subcontracting plan? How many levels of
subcontractors will be used by the prime contractor? Are details such as address,
directors, beneficial owners and operational experience, available on subcontractors?
How many bids were received (a low number of bids in a competitive environment is
cause for further scrutiny)? Did the selected contractor genuinely offer “best value”
contract?
Was the contract awarded to a responsible contractor (i.e. a company with a satisfactory
performance and business-ethics record)?
Were any appeals or bid protests filed with the Ministry of Defence or a relevant appeals
agency?
Are the beneficial owners and all those who will profit from the contract clearly
identifiable?
Have they made large donations to the ruling party, or are they well-connected?
Did the bidder provide timely, accurate, and complete cost or pricing data to the
purchasing government?

Contract Administration Stage


















Does the government have proper mechanisms in place to provide oversight of the contract,
and does a security-cleared internal and external audit body and parliamentary committee
have access to all documents?
Is the contractor complying with government oversight requests?
Has the scope of work, requirements, or financial terms been modified and if so, why?
Has the contract been definitive (a contract with agreed upon terms, specifications, and
prices)?
Is the contract progressing on time and has it remained on budget?
Are the costs or prices allowable, allocable, and reasonable?
Is the government receiving the supplies or services for which it contracted?
What are possible termination outlets for the contract?
How is the contract being financed?
Are contract fees appropriate (especially award, incentive, or performance fees)?
Is the contractor paying its subcontractors?
Have any conflicts of interest (personal or organisational) arisen that might bias the
performance of the contract?
Have any complaints been made to a relevant agency?
Has the contract been audited, and if so, are there any audit reports that indicate fraud,
waste, or abuse?
Are there questioned or unsupported costs?
Has the government graded contractor performance accurately?
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Completion Stage






Was the contract completed on time and on budget?
Is the contracting file up-to-date and accurate?
Were performance appraisals completed—and accurate?
Has the contractor accomplished all contract requirements? Who has verified this?
Would the government choose to contract with the contractor again, is there a record of
performance to share?
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Annex 2: Datasets to be released
What specific data could enable
identification of this red flag/corruption risk

In practice is this
released as
standard by MOD
for Ukrainian
classified (DOZ)
procurements?83

In law is it
envisaged that this
should be released
for Ukrainian
classified (DOZ)
procurements?

Released for
Ukrainian noncompetitive public
procurements
(negotiated and
contract report)?84

In law is it
envisaged that this
should be released
for Ukrainian noncompetitive public
procurements?

1) Confirmation from the MoD of:
a. Which companies have been granted a
contract directly, without engaging in a
competitive process.
b. The tender procedure elected for
completed tenders (open, negotiated or
single sourced for example).
c. Under which legal criteria the exemption
to an open competition has been granted,
and the legally valid reasons for selecting a
'negotiated' procedure or a direct award
procedure, and the names of the justifying
official/s.
2) A certified confirmation from the bidding
company’s CEO that the company, its
owners and senior directors fulfil all
prequalification requirements.

No

No

a. No
b. Yes
c. Yes—for
negotiated; No- for
contract report
procedure

a. No
b. Yes
c. Yes—for
negotiated; No- for
contract report
procedure

No

No

No

No

Released for
Ukrainian
competitive public
procurements
(open auction,
negotiated for
defence needs,
and competitive
dialogue)?85
a. No
b. Yes
c. Yes

In law is it
envisaged that this
should be released
for Ukrainian
competitive public
procurements?

Recommendations

a. No
b. Yes
c. Yes

Legal and/or
procedural change
is required to
release this data
for all types of
procurements.

Yes

Yes

Legal and/or
procedural change
is required to
release this data
for negotiated and
classified
procurements. Any
reform would need
to include a legal

Classified procurements—those, which are purchased via the state defence order (DOZ) and bear a state secret (see the Law of Ukraine "On State Defence Order").
Non-competitive public procurement refers to negotiated and contract report.
Negotiated procurements—are conducted by the procuring authority as an exception and require negotiations with one or several bidders for signing a contract (see the Law of Ukraine "On Public Procurement").
Contract report procurements—are released post factum in case of a purchase outside the electronic procurement system, if the contract value is equal or higher than 50 thousand UAH and is lower than the
threshold (see the Law of Ukraine "On Public Procurement").
85
Competitive public procurement refers to open auction, negotiated for defence needs, and competitive dialogue.
Open auction procurements—follow the primary procurement procedure, according to which all stakeholders have a right to submit bids (see the Law of Ukraine "On Public Procurement").
Negotiated for defence needs procurements—those, which are conducted according to the Law of Ukraine "On Peculiarities of Procurement of Goods, Works, and Services for the Ensuring Defence Needs"
Competitive dialogue procurements—are conducted when a procuring authority is unable to specify tender requirements and needs to negotiate with bidders (see the Law of Ukraine "On Public Procurement").
83
84
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86
87

3) Published certification from the lead
procurement official that the winning
company fulfils all prequalification
requirements.

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

4) The legal names of bidding and winning
companies (released post-award).

No

No

Yes—although the
data for underthreshold public
procurement is not
always correct.

Yes

Yes—although the
data for underthreshold public
procurement is not
always correct.

Yes

5) Contract number, modification number,
description of what is being bought.

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes—although for
public
procurement
modifications are
published only for
over-threshold
public
procurement.
Yes (within 20 days
after the award).

Yes

6) Length of time tender was advertised for,
length of time stipulated in the tender
between contract award and expected
delivery/completion.

Yes—although for
public
procurement
modifications are
published only for
over-threshold
public
procurement.
Yes (within 20 days
after the award).

7) The winning bid price (released publicly
immediately after—not before- the contract
award).

No

No

Yes (in the
contract).

Yes

Yes (in the
contract).

Yes

8) In aggregate, the number of tenders
awarded to a supplier, the total contract
value over a three or 12-month period, the
dates of award and the awarding official.

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

The threshold for goods and services is 200 thousand UAH (in some spheres—1 million UAH), for works—1.5 million UAH (in some spheres—5 million UAH).
The threshold for goods and services is 200 thousand UAH (in some spheres—1 million UAH), for works—1.5 million UAH (in some spheres—5 million UAH).
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Yes

responsibility for
submitting false
information.
Legal and/or
procedural change
is required to
release this data
for classified (DOZ)
procurements.
Legal and/or
procedural change
is required to
release this data
for classified (DOZ)
procurements.86
Legal and/or
procedural change
is required to
release this data
for classified (DOZ)
procurements.87
Legal and/or
procedural change
is required to
release this data
for classified (DOZ)
procurements.
Legal and/or
procedural change
is required to
release this data
for classified (DOZ)
procurements.
Legal and/or
procedural change
is required to
release this data
for classified (DOZ)
procurements.

88
89

9) The names of sub-contractors, agents and
consultancies used/employed under the
contract.

No

No

No

No

No

No

10) Publish the MoD’s own ‘assessed value’
for the contract when advertising or inviting
parties to tender, including market price
information used to guide the assessed
value, including for classified procurements.
11) Share all national security sensitive
procurement data and contracts with
independent, security-cleared internal and
external oversight agencies, such as internal
and external audit, and a parliamentary
committee.

No

No

Assessed—yes,
market prices—no.

Assessed—yes,
market prices—no.

Assessed—yes,
market prices—no.

Assessed—yes,
market prices—no.

Yes

Yes

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

12) Publish all national security sensitive
procurement data and contracts once the
classification period has expired.
13) Publish the signed contract (uploaded as
an attachment-national security sensitive
items can be redacted) and any revised
contracts, noting any agreed changes in
price, delivery time and post-tender award
changes in terms and conditions.

No

Yes

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

No

No

14) The names and nationalities of company
principals and beneficial owners its legal
name, date and country of incorporation,
credit rating, audited accounts, website and
registered address. This information should
also be certified and published for significant
sub-contractors and consultants employed
by the awarded contract.
15) MoD pre-qualification standards and
guidelines for the selection process,
including how suppliers' submissions will be
evaluated.
16) Scoring/award criteria applied to
submissions and justification for selection of

No

No

Original contract—
yes, available for
over-threshold not
for underthreshold.
Amended
contract—not
available.
No

Original contract—
yes, available for
over-threshold not
for underthreshold.
Amended
contract—not
available.
No

Original contract—
yes, available for
over-threshold not
for underthreshold.
Amended
contract—not
available.
No

Original contract—
yes, available for
over-threshold not
for underthreshold.
Amended
contract—not
available.
No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

A company should be indicated as a text field only if a sub-contractor performs over 20% of works, not indicated for goods or services.
For public procurement, only name and legal address of a company is provided. A bidder is not obliged to provide other data (i.e. ultimate beneficial owners or sub-contractors).
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Legal change is
required for all
types of
procurement.88
Legal change is
required for all
types of
procurement.
Procedural change
is required to
ensure a more
often security
clearance to
ensure civil
control.
Law needs to be
implemented and
enforced.
Legal change is
required for all
types of
procurement.

Legal change is
required for all
types of
procurement.89

Legal change is
required for
classified
procurement.
Legal change is
required for

the winning bid, including for classified
procurements.
17) The published names and positions of
officials who have played a formal or
informal role in the decision-making process,
and published confirmation by the Defence
Tender Committee, for each tender, that any
person connected to the development or
award of contracts who holds a conflict of
interest has been identified and segregated
from the decision-making process.
18) Bidding company's confirmation of all
legal, beneficial shareholders including for
proposed (and later confirmation for
employed) sub-contractors and consultants.
Detailed to all +5% beneficial owners.
19) Whether there are any financial ties to a
PEP or defence official/their family or
business associates through a shareholder,
director or officer in the company or
proposed sub-contractor, and if so, the PEP's
name and relationship to the company.
20) Confirmation from the bidders as to
whether a PEP or one of their associates has
provided the supplier with a loan agreement,
promissory note or other debt agreement.
21) At the time of submitting a bid, the
bidding company’s CEO should make
available for publication a certified
confirmation that the company, its owners
and senior directors:
a. Do not have a record of failure to perform
contractual obligations, or other adverse
legal activity that strongly suggests corrupt
business practices.
b. Are not under suspicion, investigation or
indictment for anti-competitive practices,

classified
procurement.
Legal change is
required for all
types of
procurement.90

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Legal change is
required for all
types of
procurement.

No

No

No

No

No

No

Legal change is
required for all
types of
procurement.91

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

a. No
b. No
c. Yes

a. No
b. No
c. Yes

a. No
b. No
c. Yes

a. No
b. No
c. Yes

Legal change is
required for all
types of
procurement.
Legal change is
required for all
types of
procurement.92

For public procurement there is a tender committee document indicating its members at the moment of award decision, only for over-threshold procurement.
In case of an actual conflict of interests the committee removes not its member, but a bidder.
91
There are general, nonspecific rules, only for public procurement, that there should not be any conflict of interests, but does not required a separate statement for that.
Bidders file a document certifying that they are not connected neither with the committee nor with any other bidder.
92 For public procurement a bidder submits a certification of the absence of criminal conviction (during the pre-award stage--a statement, after the award stage--an official certification).
Law requires from a bidder to submit a statement of an absence of corruption practices for legal entities and persons, but registry provides data only for persons.
90
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corrupt or criminal activity, in Ukraine or
elsewhere;
c. Have not been convicted of criminal
activity or violations of other relevant laws,
in Ukraine or elsewhere.
22) When selecting a winning bidder,
published confirmation from the MoD that it
has performed due diligence to ensure the
above statements are true.

No

No

a. No
b. No
c. Yes

a. No
b. No
c. Yes
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a. No
b. No
c. Yes

a. No
b. No
c. Yes

Legal change is
required for all
types of
procurement.

The Independent Defence Anti-Corruption Committee/Nezalezhny Antikorrupciynii Komitet z pytan
oborony (NAKO)
Yevhena Konovaltsia str., 36-D, 2nd floor, office 23, Kyiv, 01133, Ukraine
https://nako.org.ua/en/
Transparency International Ukraine
04053, Kyiv, 37-41 Sichovykh Striltsiv st., 5th floor
Tel: +38(044) 360-52-42
E-mail: office@ti-ukraine.org
https://ti-ukraine.org
www.facebook.com/TransparencyInternationalUkraine
Transparency International Defence & Security
E-mail: info@ti-defence.org
https://ti-ukraine.org/en/
www.facebook.com/TIdefence
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